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We utilize classical trajectory calculations to study the reaction dynamics of the dissociative
adsorption of H2 on the stepped Pts211d surface. The potential-energy surface has been obtained
through an accurate interpolation of density-functional theory data at the generalized gradient
approximation level, using the corrugation reduction procedure. New techniques for visualizing the
collective dynamics of trajectories are introduced to elucidate the reaction mechanisms involved.
Reaction exhibits a nonmonotonic dependence on collision energy, first decreasing with energy, and
then increasing. A strong component of direct nonactivated reaction exists at the top edge of the step
over the entire range of energies. The inverse relationship between reaction and collision energy at
low energies is attributed to trapping in weak chemisorption wells. These wells also influence the
direct reaction at the step, leading to a strong asymmetric dependence on incidence angle. Reaction
on the terrace is activated, and only contributes significantly at high energies. Agreement with
experiments on Pts533d fA. T. Gee, B. E. Hayden, C. Mormiche, and T. S. Nunney, J. Chem. Phys.
112, 7660 s2000d; Surf. Sci. 512, 165 s2002dg is good, and we are able to suggest new
interpretations of the experimental data. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1900087g
I. INTRODUCTION
The role of steps in gas-surface reactions is still largely a
mystery, despite empirical evidence that their presence en-
hances reactivity.1 Until recently, not even the site of reaction
could be rigorously established, let alone the reactive mecha-
nisms involved. Some authors advocated that the steps them-
selves dominated reaction,2 while others espoused that reac-
tion at other sites was equally important.3
A recent series of experimental studies by Hayden and
co-workers have been very enlightening as regards the reac-
tion sites and mechanisms of stepped-surface systems.4–6 Ex-
periments on hydrogen reaction occurring on the Pts533d
surface—a close relative of the title reaction in this study—
revealed that reaction occurred on both the steps and
terraces.5,6 They identified two direct high-energy mecha-
nisms, the dominant one being ascribed to thes111d terrace
and the weaker to the step, and two low-energy indirect
mechanisms. The first indirect mechanism, active only below
30 meV, was temperature dependent, and was attributed to an
accommodated physisorption precursor. The second, active
up to 150 meV, was temperature independent, and thought to
result from an unaccommodated precursor with subsequent
reaction at the step.
Theoretical methods have advanced to the point that dis-
sociative adsorption can be accurately modeled,7 largely
thanks to the improved evaluation of molecule-surface inter-
action made possible by density-functional theory8 sDFTd at
the generalized gradient approximationsGGAd level;9 how-
ever, few theoretical studies have been directed at reaction
dynamics on stepped surfaces. The unit cell of a stepped
surface tends to be much larger than for a flat single-crystal
surface, and this makes manufacturing a potential-energy
surfacesPESd to describe the gas-surface interaction consid-
erably more expensive. Even with a PES in hand, quantum
dynamics calculations for stepped systems are difficult, re-
quiring larger basis sets to account for the increased density
of diffraction states and low symmetry.
Though stepped surfaces have not come under the close
scrutiny of the theoreticians, flat surfaces have, and much
can be learned from this body of work. Stepped-surface re-
actions tend to be nonactivated, making nonactivated flat-
surface reactions most relevant. The reaction probability of
such systems exhibit an intriguing dependence on the colli-
sion energy of the gas molecules, first decaying with increas-
ing energy, and then rising at higher energies. The low-
energy behavior is quite counterintuitive—reactivity can be
increasedby decreasingthe energy of the reactant gas mol-
ecule.
This type of behavior has traditionally been ascribed to
molecular trapping in a physisorption precursor state, but inadElectronic mail: da.mccormack@few.vu.nl
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the 1990s a new explanation was presented:dynamical
steering.10,11 Dynamical steering is a direct reaction mecha-
nism in which molecules approaching the surface can be
gradually steered into the most favorable geometry for reac-
tion. Slower moving molecules have more time to undergo
steering, adiabatically following the minimum-energy path,
thus leading to increased reactivity with decreasing energy.
Steering has since become a fashionable explanation for
the nonmonotonic energy dependence of reaction, but more
recent works by Busnengo and co-workers have moved
thinking back in favor of precursorlike mechanisms.12–19
Classical trajectory calculations on high-quality DFT PESs
for Pds111d sRef. 20d and Pds110d sRef. 17d have shown that
the upturn in reaction at low energies is due todynamical
trapping. Dynamical trapping occurs when energy redistribu-
tion amongst the internal degrees of freedom of an incident
molecule leaves it with too little energy in the motion away
from the surface to escape. Dynamical trapping can occur if
the PES has a well, but can also arise in the absence of a
“real” well: excitation of internal degrees of freedom may
lead to a well in the “dynamical PES” governing the mol-
ecule’s motion. An example of this are the resonant states
that arise when hydrogen reacts on Cus100d;21,22 these are
due to a weakening of the dimer bond as the molecule ap-
proaches the surface, leading to a well in the adiabatic po-
tentials of vibrationally excited states.22
Busnengoet al. have looked at numerous aspects of hy-
drogen reaction on flat palladium surfaces. They found that
trapping essentially involved translational-to-rotationalsT
→Rd energy transfer, and that aspects of the PES in the
entrance channel could profoundly influence the
dynamics.13,15 They showed that energy exchange between
surface phonons and trapped molecules could occur, and
were able to explain experimental findings for inelastic rota-
tional scattering.14 More recently, they used classical and
quantum techniques to study the effect of rotational excita-
tion on reaction, finding that trapping was quenched by the
rotational motion.18,19 A further study of off-normal scatter-
ing showed that translational motion normal to the surface
was efficiently converted into rotational motion of the back-
scattered molecules.16
We recently presented the first six-dimensionals6Dd PES
for a diatomic moleculesH2d interacting with a stepped sur-
facefPts211dg.23 This PES was obtained through an accurate
interpolation of DFT/GGA data using the corrugation reduc-
tion procedure,20,24 and was used in classical calculations of
the reaction dynamics. We were able to reproduce the non-
monotonic dependence of reaction for normal incidence, and
showed nonactivated sites atop step atoms dominated the
reaction. Direct reaction occurred above the steps at all en-
ergies, and at low energy an indirect mechanism was also
active: molecules could become dynamically trapped in a
weak chemisorption well located at the join between the bot-
tom edge of the step and the terrace. These molecules had an
increased probability of migrating to the reactive step and
dissociating.
In this study we extend our previous work with a more
thorough breakdown of the reaction mechanisms involved,
including high-energy reaction on the terrace. We also con-
sider off-normal incidence, and make detailed comparisons
with the results of Hayden and co-workers for hydrogen re-
action on Pts533d.5,6 The classical dynamics capably repro-
duces the experimental results, and provides great insight
into the mechanisms from which they arise. New visualiza-
tion techniques are developed to aid this analysis of the clas-
sical dynamics.
In Sec. II we detail how the PES was constructed, and
the method used to calculate the reaction dynamics. Section
III presents results and discussion, covering reaction at off-
normal incidence, site dependence of reaction, directness of
reaction, and angular dependence of the scattered molecules.
Results are compared with the experimental work of Hayden
and co-workers,5,6 and the experimental results interpreted in
light of the classical trajectory study. Conclusions are drawn
in Sec. IV, and the Appendix A describes the techniques used
for visualizing collective classical dynamics.
II. METHOD
A. Construction of a 6D PES for H 2+Pt„211…
The programADF-BAND sRef. 25d was used to solve the
Kohn–Sham equations8 elf-consistently within a linear com-
bination of atomic orbitals approach, for a H2 molecule ad-
sorbed on a Pts211d surface, modeling the surface by a slab
with translational symmetry in two directions. A GGA com-
bining the Becke correction26 for the exchange energy with
the Perdew correction27 for the correlation energy was em-
ployed. All aspects of these periodic DFT/GGA calculations
have been discussed in detail in Refs. 28 and 29.
To interpolate the DFT/GGA data we have chosen to
employ the corrugation reduction procedure.20 This method
has been proven to provide very accurate interpolation re-
sults for H2 molecules interacting with several metal
surfaces.17,20,24,30The crux of the method is that the interpo-
lation is not carried out on the rather corrugated DFT/GGA
data itself sV6Dd, but on the much smoother interpolation
function sI6Dd obtained by subtracting the separate interac-




I6D = V6D − RHs1d
3D − RHs2d
3D . s1d
Because the PES describing the interaction of atomic
hydrogen with the surfacesRH
3Dd is rather corrugated itself,
the technique is applied a second time. The atomic interpo-







where Q1D is the interaction potential between a single Pt
atom and a single H atom, and the sum runs over all Pt atoms
in the slabsr i is the distance between the H atom and thei
Pt atomd. The “pair-potential”Q1D is obtained from a spline
interpolation of about 40 DFT/GGA data points. The inter-
polation of the atomic PES is based on about 850 DFT/GGA
data points above 24 sites on the surface, using spline inter-
polation along Z, and symmetry-adapted basis functions
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alongX andY ssee Ref. 24 for a general description of this
approachd. The 24 surface sites stem from three sets of eight
equidistantly spaced surface sites along the linesX=0, X
=1.31a0, andX=2.62a0, respectivelyssee Ref. 28 for more
detaild. The molecular PES is based on more than 100 two-
dimensionalsZ,rd cuts above the same 24 surface sites, in-
cluding enough molecular orientations at each surface site to
describe the symmetry correctly. About 10 000 DFT/GGA
data points have been used in the interpolation of the mo-
lecular PES, with splines used forsZ,rd and symmetry-
adapted basis functions forsX,Y,u ,fd sRef. 24d. The result-
ing root-mean-squaresmaximald error is around 20s50d
meV, when tested against 350 DFT/GGA data pointsnot in-
cluded in building the PES.
B. Classical trajectory calculations
Classical dynamics calculations were performed with
10 000 trajectories propagated for each initial statesunless
stated otherwised. Microcanonical sampling was used, result-
ing in the same total energy for each trajectory of a given
initial state. Each trajectory in an ensemble was imparted the
same translational energy and velocity relative to the surface.
Trajectories were initiated with no vibrational energy. Each
molecule was randomly oriented, with no rotational motion
scorresponding to rotational statej =0d.
Propagation of trajectories was performed in Cartesian
coordinates with the 4th-order Runge–Kutta algorithm31 and
a fixed time step of 5 a.u. Trajectories were initiated atZ
=6.5a0, whereZ is the distance from the surface to the H2
center of massFig. 1d. Reaction of a trajectory was deemed
to have occurred when the H–H bond lengthsrd exceeded
4.5a0. Any trajectory for whichZ.6.6a0 was considered
backscattered.
Some care needs to be taken in the choice of phase space
sampled to generate microcanonical initial conditions. Two
common approaches exist:classical and quasiclassical. In
the former instance, no vibrational energy is imparted on the
molecules, corresponding to the classical zero point. Quasi-
classical calculations impart energy equal to the quantum
zero-point value on each molecule. It is now well known that
these two approaches perform better under different circum-
stances. The quasiclassical method works best for activated
systems,32 but suffers from the so-called zero-point energy
problem33 when long-lived trajectories arise. Basically, the
ZPE that would quantally be conserved as vibrational motion
is classically able to flow into other modes, opening up path-
ways that would otherwise be energetically inaccessible.
When used with a system that should exhibit molecular trap-
ping, for example, quasiclassical trajectory calculations typi-
cally do not get trapped, because the vibrational ZPE can be
used to escape the trapping well.15,17
Classical trajectory calculations are known to greatly un-
derestimate reaction for activated systems, because there is
no vibrational energy available to assist barrier crossing;32
however, for nonactivated systems, classical trajectories
work quite well,15,34 avoiding problems that arise due to en-
ergy leaking out of the vibrational modes. It is possible to
improve on classical mechanics somewhat by effectively
modifying the PES to account for adiabatic changes in vibra-
tional ZPE as a molecule approaches the surface.15 Here we
have opted to use the unadulterated PES: results should be
qualitatively correct and quantitatively reasonable even with-
out accounting for changes in the vibrational frequency.
FIG. 1. sColord The Pts211d surface and coordinate sys-
tem. sad The surface atoms and stepped structure of
Pts211d, with one unit cell highlighted. The step and
terrace sites are labeled.sbd The surface atoms in the
unit cell of Pts211d shown from above.scd The coordi-
nate system shown with respect to a side view of the
Pts211d unit cell. X, Y, andZ are the Cartesian coordi-
nates of the center of mass of a hydrogen molecule,
with the origin positioned on a top-of-step surface
atom.X points along the top of the step from one atom
to the next,Y points perpendicular to the step, from one
step atom to the next, andZ is normal to the surface.
The internal coordinates of hydrogens ot shownd are
the bond lengthr, the polar angle taken with respect to
the positiveZ axis u, and the azimuthal angle taken
with respect to the positiveX axis f.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Details of the PES
Figure 2 shows several contour plots of the H2
+Pts211d PES that we have constructed. Figures 2sad–2sdd
are for various two-dimensionals2Dd cuts through the PES,
at strategically chosen locations in the unit cell. Figure 2scd,
which is directly above the central atom of the terrace, ex-
hibits an early barrier to reaction. Figure 2sdd shows that atop
the step atoms, there is no barrier to reaction. Figures 2sad
and 2sbd and are for nonreactive sitessat the energies of
interest here, i.e., 0.30 eVd, but they show the presence of
shallow chemisorption wells in the PES.
Figure 2sed, which is a contour plot in a plane parallel to
the surface, also shows these wells, which occur above the
join between the terrace and the lower edge of the step.
There is a small barrier between the two wells, and another
barrier between the deeper well and the nonactivated step
site. These wells are not artifacts of the cut taken through the
PES, but are real wells in the 6D PES. The equilibrium ge-
ometry of the shallowsterrace-sided well has a potential
value of 234 meV for optimum coordinatesX=1.48a0,Y
=6.81a0,Z=3.86a0,r =1.43a0,u=98.0° ,f=107.2°d. This ge-
ometry corresponds to H2 with its bond marginally extended
from the gas phase equilibrium, and oriented with its axis
pointing in the direction of the top-edge step atom. The
deepersstep-sided well has an equilibrium potential of2124
meV and coordinatessX=1.26a0,Y=9.76a0,Z=4.00a0,r
=1.45a0,u=147.4° ,f=81.3°d, which is a more vertical ori-
entation.
Figures 2sfd–2shd are for vertical planes running parallel
to theY axis. The shallow wells can be clearly seen in Fig.
2sgd. Figures 2sfd and 2shd show small regions that are below
the gas phase minimum energy.sThe very low energies at
either end of the unit cell are due to the very attractive top-
of-step atoms, and are not wells.d These correspond to tran-
sition states between the symmetrically equivalent shallow
wells within a single unit cellfFig. 2sfdg, and shallow wells
in neighboring unit cellsfFig. 2shdg. These transition states
make molecular diffusion possible even at very low energies,
as will be demonstrated below.
B. Off-normal reaction probabilities
Figure 3 shows reaction probabilities for off-normal in-
cidence. At low collision energies, all plots decline with in-
creasing collision energy, and indicate an insensitivity to in-
cidence angle. This is most explicit in Fig. 3sdd, where the
plot for the 5-meV collision energy is almost flat, obeying
total-energy scaling.
At higher energies, reaction is more complex. With a
component of motion in the −Y directionfFig. 3sbdg, reaction
tends to decline with increasing angle of incidence, apart
from at the highest energiess.0.15 eVd, where plots for
small incidence angles tend to cross and overlap. The results
for motion parallel to the +Y axis are far more convoluted
fFig. 3sadg: between about 20 and 100 meV, reaction in-
creases with angle of incidence; above 100 meV, probabili-
ties are similar for all angles of incidence.
Considering the angular dependence of reaction for a
fixed collision energyfFig. 3sddg can help clarify the other
plots. We have already observed that for 5 meV, reaction was
relatively independent of incidence angle. For 50 meV, the
apparently different dependencies found in Figs. 3ad and
3sbd hide a simple linear trendfFig. 3sddg, with reaction de-
creasing with incidence angle. Motion parallel to the +Y axis
is more favorable for reaction than motion parallel to −Y.
Figure 3sdd shows that angular dependence of reaction at
high collision energiessi.e., 0.25 eVd does not follow a
simple trend. For motion parallel to the +Y axis, there is little
dependence on angle, as observed above, and for motion in
−Y, reaction drops off with increasing off-normal incidence.
Interestingly, the curve has a peculiar kink at230°, suggest-
ing that it may be comprised of two independent compo-
nents: for negative angles, the curve initially parallels the
50-meV plot, and for positive angles, it is reminiscent of a
normal energy scaling dependence, with a peak at around
20°. This angle corresponds closely to the normal to the ter-
race, suggesting that the two components observed may re-
sult from reaction on two different surface sites, probably the
step and the terrace. We will examine this further below.
Plots for reaction at off-normal incidence with a compo-
nent of momentum parallel to theX axis are shown in Fig.
3scd. Reaction tends to decrease with angle at most collision
energies. It should be noted that reaction does not scale with
normal energy, even at the highest collision energy shown.
This is simple to check by comparing the plot for 0° with
that for 60°. Normal energy scaling would dictate that the
reaction probability for 60° should be cos2s60°d=0.25 times
that for normal incidence, i.e., 0.135; the actual value for 60°
is around twice as large. This same observation can also be
made for reaction with motion in theY direction—normal
energy scaling is not observed in any of the results shown in
Fig. 3.
C. Visualizations of reaction dynamics
Before moving on to more quantitative aspects of the
reaction, we will now present a series of visualizations. The
objective of performing these visualizations is to gain insight
into the mechanisms involved, making the interpretation of
results easier. The techniques used to generate the visualiza-
tions are explained in the Appendix A.
Figure 4 shows the time evolution of an isosurface of the
density of H2 bond center points for molecules incident nor-
mally at 5 meV. Two green-colored surfaces are visible in
Fig. 4sad. These surfaces represent the projection of isosur-
faces infinite inX andY onto a single unit cell. The surfaces
are for the same contour value, with the density of bond
centers sandwiched between the sheets greater than that out-
side. All trajectories are initiated at the same time and dis-
ance from the surface, with an even distribution across the
surface. This results in isosurfaces that are initially flat, and
at a finite separation. The finite separation is purely an arti-
fact of the fitting scheme used to form the continuous density
from the discrete bond centersssee Appendix Ad. fThe initial
isosurfaces are not shown in Fig. 4sad.g
Figure 4sad shows the isosurface as it approaches the
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FIG. 2. sColord The H2+Pts211d potential-energy surfacesPESd. sad A two-dimensionals2Dd r-Z cut with the other coordinates corresponding to the
equilibrium geometry of a well in the PESsX=1.26a0,Y=9.76a0,u=147.4° ,f=81.3°d. sbd A 2D r-Z cut with the other coordinates chosen to correspond with
the equilibrium geometry of a shallower wellsX=1.48a0,Y=6.81a0,u=98.0° ,f=107.2°d. scd A 2D r-Z cut through the PES above the central terrace atom
sX=4.27a0,Y=2.62a0,u=90° ,f=90°d. sdd A 2D r-Z cut for a molecule located above a top-of-step surface atomsX=0,Y=0,u=90° ,f=90°d. In sad–sdd, all
positive contours are shown as solid red lines, at intervals of 100 meV. Negative contours are given as dotted blue lines. Insad andsdd, the negative contours
are at intervals of 100 meV, while insbd andscd they are at intervals of 20 meV. The zero contour insad–sdd is shown as a dashed green line.s d Contour plot
for a plane parallel to the surface, atZ=4.00a0. At each point in the plane, the remaining coordinatessr ,u ,fd are optimized to give the minimum potential.
sfd–shdSimilarly optimized contour plots, but for verticalY-Z planes atX=2.62a0, 1.31a0 and 0.00a0, respectively. Insed–shd, positive contours are shown as
solid red lines, at intervals of 100 meV. Negative contours are dotted blue lines separated by 10 meV. A green dashed line ins represents the zero contour.
The zero contour is not shown insfd–shd.
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surface. The upper surface already shows signs that mol-
ecules between the top-of-step atoms are being repulsed.
This is consistent with the repulsive region of the PES seen
above that site in Fig. 2sed. The lower part of the isosurface
shows signs of attraction above the top-of-step atoms and
above the region where the potential wells are locatedfFig.
2sedg.
Figure 4sbd shows the isosurface near the peak of inter-
action. The isosurface can be seen to extend downwards at
the top-of-step atoms, where reaction is occurring. The mol-
ecules in the region between the top-of-step atoms have been
scattered back, and are returning to the gas phase. At the
same time, a secondsyellowd isosurface has begun to appear.
This isosurface is formed by creating a density of the bond
centers of molecules that have reacted at or before a given
time. sReaction is defined to have occurred when the bond
length exceeds 4.5a0.d The position of any reacted molecule
is taken to be the location of the bond center at the point of
reaction, and is frozen in space for all future times. Clearly
the top-of-step atoms are dominating this reaction. Figure
4scd is for a time shortly after that of Fig. 4sbd, and shows the
reacted molecules more clearly.
Figure 4sdd demonstrates that the potential wells seen in
Fig. 2sed cause molecular trapping; the two separate potential
wells are even mirrored in the form of the isosurface. Mol-
ecules in this “trapping region” may remain there for a con-
siderable amount of time, before reacting or scattering back.
Reaction that results from this trapping all ends above the
top-of-step atoms—there is no reaction at the site of trapping
itself or on the terrace sites. In order to dissociate, molecules
in the trapping region migrate to the nonactivated step site.
Figure 5 includes three movies, all for the high collision
energy of 0.25 eV. From the frames for normal incidence
fFigs. 5sad–5sddg, it is clear that while reaction is still very
much prevalent on the top-of-step atoms, some reaction now
occurs above the central terrace atom. Also interesting in
Figs. 5scd and 5sdd is that the molecules scattering from the
terrace appear to acquire a component of momentum parallel
to the surface, in the +Y direction. This can be established by
observing that the green volume corresponding to the scat-
tered molecules in Fig. 5scd, has moved to the left somewhat
in Fig. 5sdd.
Figures 5sed and 5sfd are for incidence at 60° to the nor-
FIG. 3. sColord Normal and off-normal reaction probabilities.sad Reaction probabilities for six different angles of incidence, with a parallel component of
momentum along the positiveY axis, as indicated by the inset diagram. The angles are indicated in the legend relative to the −Z axis, which is normal to the
surface. The collision energy is the initial translational energy of the moleculessnot the normal component thereofd. sbd As in sad, but with motion along the
negativeY axis. scd As in sad, but with a parallel component of momentum along theX axis, and no component inY. sdd The angular dependence of reaction
for three different initial translational energies: 5, 50, and 250 meV. The legend indicates the translational energies of the three plots. The anglein question
is given in degrees, and is relative to the −Z axis. The plots are for incidence with a component of motion along theY axis. The inset diagram indicates the
positive and negative directions.
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mal, with the molecules moving to the right. It is clear from
these frames that reaction occurs at the top-of-step atom,
though the isosurface for reacted molecules is now more to
the side of the atom than directly above it. A closer inspec-
tion reveals that the isosurface of unreacted molecules must
deform considerably to reach this reactive “hot spot,” while
avoiding the repulsive terrace. Parts of the isosurface that
would otherwise be on a course to react at the top of the step,
get “shadowed”35 from it by repulsive regions of the terrace,
and are seen to scatter back in Fig. 5sfd. This is evident in the
concave form of the isosurface over the terrace, just in front
of the top of the step. The terrace itself shows some reaction
above the central atom.
Incidence with a component of motion in the +Y direc-
tion is covered in Figs. 5sgd and 5shd. In this case there is
little or no reaction on the terrace, but reaction readily occurs
at the step. It is clear that the passage of the molecules to the
reactive top-of-step atom is not hindered by any repulsive
region of the PES, as it was in Figs. 5sed and 5sfd. In fact,
Fig. 2 shows that the opposite is true: approaching off nor-
mally in the +Y direction allows molecules to pass through
the potential wells, which form an attractive channel directly
to the reactive sitefFigs. 2sed, 2sgd, and 2shdg. Evidence of
this attraction can be seen in the way that the total density
isosurface sinks down in front of the upper step edge.
The effect that shadowing by the terrace has on reaction
at the step is evident in the initial envelope of reactive tra-
jectoriessFig. 6d. The isosurfaces shown in this figure were
created by decomposing the full densityssee Appendix Ad to
form a new density for only those trajectories that eventually
react.sIn viewing Fig. 6, it should be borne in mind that the
rajectories are incident off normally, and the isosurfaces
move approximately 1/3 of the length of the unit cell inY
before strong interaction with the surface occurs.d The figure
FIG. 4. sColord Visualization of dynamics for normal incidence at 5 meV.
sad–sdd Two isosurfaces are shown in each time frame: a green one for the
total density of molecules, and a yellow one corresponding to reacted mol-
ecules, which are frozen in position at the point of reaction. The four dif-
ferent frames correspond to different times, with time increasing down the
page. The frames are not necessarily equally spaced in time. Labels hav
been added to aid discussion.
FIG. 5. sColord Visualization of dynamics for a collision energy of 0.25 eV.
sad–sdd Isosurfaces for the total density of trajectoriessgreend and reacted
density syellowd for normal incidence at 0.25-eV collision energy. Time
increases moving down the pagefi.e., from sad to sddg, with frames not
necessarily equally spaced in time.s d and sfd Isosurfaces for off-normal
incidence at 60° to the surface normal parallel to theYZ plane. The arrow
indicates that the incident molecules have a component of velocity in the
direction of −Y. sgd andshd As for sed andsfd except that the incident motion
has a component in the direction of +Y.
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shows that molecules incident with motion in the +Y direc-
tion can react from many more positions in the unit cell than
those incident with motion in −Y. The “window” of reaction
is larger when approaching the top of the step via the attrac-
tive potential wells than when having to cross the repulsive
terracefFigs. 2sgd and 2shdg. From Fig. 6sbd it is also clear
that molecules do not have to approach the reactive sites
directly in order to react: there is a large portion of the den-
sity in the center of the cell above the central terrace atom. In
order to react, molecules beginning there must be steered
sideways inX in order to reach the reactive top-of-step at-
oms. Figure 2sed shows that the repulsive ridge of the PES
that covers most of the step is well suited to achieving this
steering. It is knifelike in character, and thus capable of split-
ting the incident density, pushing it toward the reactive sites.
In contrast, the repulsive region over the terrace forms a wall
to molecules incident in the −Y direction, shadowing them
from the reactive sites, rather than steering toward them.
These visualizations suggest a metaphor for the PES of
the H2+Pts211d system: a kitchen sink. The top sites form
the reactive plughole, with the potential wells above the
lower edge of the step defining a catchment basin. At low
energies, trajectories can be caught in the bottom of this
basin, and take some time to trickle into the plughole or
evaporate back to the vacuum. At high energies, this basin
acts to concentrate trajectories in the direction of the reactive
plughole. Molecules approaching normal to the surface, or
with momentum in the +Y direction, are guided by the basin
to the plughole; those approaching from the −Y direction
enter the basin on the side closest to the plughole, and are
effectively shielded from it.
D. Directness of reaction
The low-energy decline in reaction with collision energy
and subsequent increase point to two different contributions.
This could arise from dynamical steering,10,11but as we have
already seen, trapping in the potential wells observed in Fig.
2 is the likely culprit. One way to extract the trapped com-
ponent of reaction is to consider how “directly” each trajec-
tory reacts. A measure for this is the number of turning
points it undergoes perpendicular to the surfacesi.e., in theZ
coordinated before it reacts.17 Direct reaction is considered to
have occurred if the number of turns made is less than a
given threshold, with all other trajectories being categorized
as indirect.
Figure 7 presents decompositions of the reaction prob-
ability at normal incidence, for various values of the turning-
point threshold. The choice of threshold is somewhat subjec-
tive, but it is clear that choosing a value of 8 results in a
direct component that rises with decreasing energy at low
energies, and a value of 4 prevents the indirect component
from dropping to zero at high energies. A threshold of 6
represents a reasonable compromise in which the direct re-
action increases monotonically with energy, and the indirect
component decreases monotonically to practically zero. We
will thus consider direct reaction to involve less than 6 turn-
ing points inZ.
The direct component of reaction does not decrease to
zero at low energies in Fig. 7. It begins at around 0.25, and
rises with collision energy, as a wider range of impact geom-
etries and surface sites become reactive, including sites with
an activation barrier such as the terrace.
The indirect component decreases with collision energy.
A molecule entering the potential wells undergoes an internal
transfer of energy, from motion along the surface normalsZd
to other degrees of freedom. Because there is so little trans-
lational energy to begin with, the motion of the molecule
away from surface is insufficient to exit the well and escape.
The molecule is trapped, and has a heightened probability of
migrating to the top of the step and reactingfFig. 2sedg. The
greater the incident energy, the more likely the molecule will
be able to escape the wells before reacting, and the less prob-
able the molecule will react via the indirect channel.
FIG. 6. sColord Isosurface of the initial density of reacting molecules for
off-normal incidence.sad View from above the unit cell of the isosurface for
molecules incident parallel to theYZplane, with a component of momentum
in the −Y direction.sbd As in sad, but for molecules incident with a compo-
nent of momentum in the +Y direction.
FIG. 7. sColord Direct and indirect reaction for normal incidence as a func-
tion of collision energy. The total reaction probability is given, along with
various decompositions into direct and indirect reactions, based on the turn-
ing point criterion described in the text. Results are shown for three different
values of the turning-point threshold: 4, 6, and 8.
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E. The nature of trapping
It is worth devoting some time to the nature of the po-
tential wells seen in Fig. 2sed, and the trapping that occurs
within them. The wells in question are very shallows34 and
124 meVd, not much deeper, if any, than a physisorption
well. But the wells in question are most certainly molecular
chemisorption wells, not least because the level of DFT used
to calculate the PES is incapable of treating physisorption.
The proximity of the wells to the surface also points to a
chemical bond. Andersson and co-workers have reported ex-
perimental and theoretical results for a similar molecular
chemisorption well for H2 interacting with a Cus510d
surface.36
One question that may reasonably be asked is whether
trapping would persist in quantum-mechanical calculations.
Other studies suggest that where trapping arises classically, it
also tends to occur in the quantum system, though details
inevitably vary.18 An often-used approach to assessing the
likelihood of quantum trapping involves estimating the ZPE
of the trapping well, and comparing it to the gas phase value.
Using harmonic normal-mode analysis, we have calculated
the ZPEs for motion in each well. The ZPE of the molecular
vibration drops from 269 meV in the gas phase to 267 meV
in the shallow well, and 254 meV in the deep well. Other
modes of oscillation increase to more than compensate for
these drops, leaving the shallow well with a total ZPE of 320
meV, and the deep well with 357 meV. Subtracting the
change in ZPE from the well depths results in ZPE-adjusted
well depths of217 and 36 meV, for the shallow and deep
wells, respectively. In other words, this simple analysis sug-
gests that the shallow well will cease to exist from the per-
spective of quantum dynamics, and the deep well will be
considerably shallower.
Many aspects of this assessment are questionable, and
probably the only way to be sure if trapping would really
arise quantally is to actually perform quantum-mechanical
calculations. The normal-mode analysis may give reasonable
values for the strongly oscillatory, and reasonably harmonic
bond-stretch vibrational mode, but ZPEs of weakly frustrated
rotations and translations are likely to be overestimated due
to their intrinsic anharmonicity. The true ZPE of the wells
could lie considerably lower. The relevance of such compari-
sons is also cast into doubt by findings that changes in ZPE
are often compensated by the quantum-mechanical system in
other ways.11
Trapping in the quantum system could even be more
effective than it is classically, greatly favoring reaction. The
quantum density of states for escape from the trapping wells
to the gas phase is considerably smaller at low energies than
the classical density of states. This is evident when one con-
siders that at a collision energy of 1 meV, the only scattering
states energetically open to the quantum system are the elas-
tic channel, and two singly excited diffraction states. No vi-
brational, rotational, orx-diffractional excitation is quantally
possible. The classical system is not restricted in this way,
and can distribute energy into any of its degrees of freedom,
increasing the pathways it has to escape the well and scatter
back to the gas phase. This reasoning suggests that quantum-
mechanical calculations may well predict that trapping is
even more effective than we predict here, and result in more
reaction at low energies.
Because the internal degrees of freedom of trapped mol-
ecules are reasonably equilibrated, it is possible to consider
trapping from a statistical viewpoint. The population of the
trapping region decays approximately exponentially in time,
and this decay can be represented by a first-order rate coef-
ficient. The decay can also be decomposed into contributions
for the two product channels, dissociation and backscatter-
ing, and rate coefficients calculated for each channel sepa-
rately.
Table I gives rate coefficients for escaping the trapping
region at three different incidence energies. For this purpose,
the trapping region was simply defined as a rectangular
prism running parallel to theX axis, with Y in the range of
f5.0a0,10.5a0g andZ in the range of2.5a0,5.5a0g. Any mol-
ecule inside this volume—after accounting for periodic
boundary conditions—was considered to be in the trapping
region. The rate coefficient for the respective product chan-
nels are here defined as
dPcstd
dt
= − kcstdPtotstd, s3d
with Pcstd the population of trajectories in the trapping re-
gion at timet that ends in product channelc, Ptotstd the total
number of trajectories in the trapping region at timet, and
kcstd the rate coefficient. The rate coefficientskcstd are not
constant, but can be assigned an instantaneous value for a
given time. To do this, we first evaluated rate constants for
the decay of the variousPcstd using linear fits to semilog
plots of Pc vs t, up to a time of 100 000 a.u. The rate coef-
ficentskcstd were then estimated for a time of 10 000 a.u. by
dividing the rate constants byPtotst=10 000 a.u.d. This gives
in indication of the rate product formation in each channel
early in the reaction.
Table I shows that for 1 meV, the rate of decay for the
reaction channel is considerably higher than for scattering,
indicating a propensity for trapped molecules to react. As
energy is increased, the scattering rate coefficient increases
in relation to that for reaction, surpassing it even at 5 meV.
As energy is increased and the scattering channel “opens
up,” relatively more trapped molecules scatter back to the
gas phase. All rate coefficients increase with energy, includ-
ing the total rate constant, which is indicative of a decrease
TABLE I. First-order rate coefficients for escape from the trapping region
defined in the text. Results are given for different collision energies at nor-
mal incidence, and for the two separate product channels, along with the
overall stotald rate constant for product formation. The procedure for calcu-
lating the table is explained in the text. The unit of the rate coefficients is
ps−1.
Product channel
Collision energysmeVd Reaction Scattering Total
1 0.77 0.47 1.12
5 0.95 1.04 1.96
9 1.32 1.88 3.19
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in the lifetime of trapped molecules. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
very little trapping persists above about 30 meV.
We have now described the static PES giving rise to
trapping and statistical aspects of the trapping, but we have
yet to address what actually causes molecules to become
trapped. Molecules entering the wells in the PES always
have enough total energy to escape, so why do they become
trapped in the first place? The trapping arises due to a dy-
namical effect: energy initially concentrated in motion to-
ward the surface is internally redistributed to other degrees
of freedom in the trapping region, leaving too little energy in
the motion away from the surface for escape. But what are
the internal degrees of freedom involved in this energy dis-
sipation?
Figure 8 gives the probability distributions for different
components of the kinetic energy of molecules in the trap-
ping region at a fixed point in times20 000 a.u.d. The vibra-
tional energy is not included, because it remains virtually
zero. Rotational degrees of freedom are clearly excited in the
well, as are parallel translations. For the time shown, the
translational degrees of freedom have almost equilibrated
with one another, such that motion forX and Y is indistin-
guishable energetically from that forZ, in which all the ki-
netic energy is initially concentrated. Summing the transla-
tional components, it is clear that more energy exists in
translation than in rotation, but that a significant amount is
present in both types of motion. The average value of rota-
tional kinetic energy is 13.3 meV, and for translation it is
22.5 meV. These results demonstrate that trapping comes
about due to a transfer of energy out of motion in the scat-
tering coordinate, and into parallel translational and rota-
tional degrees of freedom.
The final aspect of trapping that we consider is mobility.
How mobile are the trapped molecules? Can they move from
one unit cell to the next? To answer these questions, we
present Fig. 9, which shows the diffusion of indirectly react-
ing molecules inX and Y. sNote that Fig. 9 does not show
diffusion relative to absolute positions on the surface, but a
distribution of distances traveled by molecules inX and Y
from initial position to point of reaction.d Even for the very
low energy useds1 meVd, diffusion between unit cells is
possible in theX direction, though diffusion alongY is con-
strained to a single cell.
The peak of the distribution that appears withX and Y
areapproximately 1.0 and 6.0, respectively. Indirect mol-
ecules tend to begin in and around the trapping wells, so they
need to move some distance in the +Y direction to get to the
reactive step, and a small distance inX. What is perhaps
FIG. 8. sColord Kinetic-energy distributions of trapped
molecules at 20 000 a.u. of time. Plots are for rotational
kinetic energy and three components of translational
motion, in theX, Y, andZ coordinates. Results are for a
total ensemble of 100 000 trajectories initiated with 5
meV of collision energy normal to the surface.
FIG. 9. sColord Diffusion of indirectly reacting molecules incident normal
to the surface at 1-meV collision energy. The contour plot shows the distri-
bution of the distance moved inX andY by indirectly reacting molecules.
Distances are given in bohr. The lines delineate the width and length of the
unit cell.
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more interesting is that molecules often move much further
in X than is strictly necessary into a neighboring cell. This is
indicated by the broadness of the distribution inX, and sug-
gests that molecules are reasonably mobile in theX direction,
even at very low energies. Contour plots of the PES show
transition states between different halves of the unit cellfFig.
2sfdg and neighboring unit cellsfFig. 2shdg, which are below
the gas phase minimum, and thus conducive to migration in
X. The same is not true ofY, where considerable barriers to
diffusion exist on the terrace sitesfFigs. 2sfd–2shdg.
F. Site dependence of reaction
The experimental findings of Hayden and co-workers,5,6
along with the visualizations of Fig. 5, suggest that there are
distinct contributions to reaction from sites on the step and
terrace. To quantify this, Fig. 10 gives site-dependent decom-
positions of the reaction. The terrace has been defined as that
part of the unit cell withY in the range of2.0a0,8.0a0g. Any
reacting trajectory terminating in this region, after appropri-
ate mapping to account for periodic boundary conditions, is
deemed to have undergone terrace reaction. The remaining
reacting trajectories are associated with the step.
Figures 10sad and 10sbd show that below about 50 meV,
there is no reaction on the terrace. This is consistent with the
terrace sites exhibiting an activation barrierfFig. 2scdg. The
step reaction curves below 50 meV are thus reminiscent of
those for the total reaction probabilitysFig. 3d. Above 50
meV, the terrace site exhibits monotonically increasing reac-
tion.
From Figs. 10sad and 10sbd, it is clear that reaction at the
step is most favorable with the molecule approaching in the
+Y direction at very off-normal incidence. The most reaction
at high energies is seen to occur at the maximum angle
shown of 60°. We were able to explain this above with ref-
erence to the visualizations in Fig. 5 and the PES plots in
Fig. 2. Figures 2sfd–2shd show that molecules incident with a
significant component of velocity in the +Y direction en-
counter far less repulsion than when those incident from
other directions, because they can travel along the channel
formed by the potential wells. Molecules moving in the −Y
direction are shadowed from the reactive step sites by the
repulsive terrace. These attributes of the PES lead to the
asymmetry observed in reaction on the step site at high en-
ergies.
Figures 10sad and 10sbd show that reaction on the terrace
is greatest for incidence angles corresponding closely to the
normal vector of the terrace itself. The greatest reaction is
seen for the curve corresponding to incidence at 30° in the
−Y direction fFig. 10sbdg. The terrace normal vector makes
an angle of 19.45° with the surface normal. For incidence on
either side of the terrace normal, reaction decreases, as can
be more clearly seen in Fig. 10scd.
The probabilities for reaction on the terrace in Fig. 10
may seem low when compared to experimental37,38 and the-
oretical studies39 of Pts111d; however, in order to make such
a comparison, the probabilities given in Fig. 10 need to be
adjusted to account for the surface area associated with the
Pts111d surface, as well as the fact that the surface normal of
the terrace does not correspond to that of the Pts211d surface.
When these adjustments are made, the reaction probability
for molecules incident on the Pts111d terrace is approxi-
mately twice as large as it is in Fig. 10, in line with other
studies.
The angular dependencies of reaction shown in Fig.
10scd confirm that reaction is comprised of two relatively
independent contributions. At low energiesse.g., 5 meVd,
total-energy scaling is obeyed, with all reactions ending at
the step site. At these energies, there is a significant indirect
component, which does not have a strong dependence on
incident angle: molecules become trapped, and quickly lose
FIG. 10. sColord Decomposition of the reaction probability into step and
terrace contributions. The step and terrace regions are defined in the text.sad
Reaction probability curves, decomposed with respect to reaction site, for
angles of incidence giving a component of velocity in the +Y direction, with
no motion in X. sbd As in sad, except that molecules are incident with a
component of momentum in the −Y direction. scd Decomposed reaction
curves as a function of incidence angle, with no component of initial veloc-
ity directed along theX axis. Each curve is for a different combination of
reaction site and collision energy. The inset diagram indicates the conven-
tion chosen for positive and negative angles of incidence.
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all memory of their initial direction of travel. Increasing to
50 meV, indirect reaction has virtually dropped to zero, and
there is a clear preference for reaction of molecules with
parallel translational motion in the +Y direction. This is
again the effect in which molecules reacting at the step can
pass unimpeded through the channel formed by the potential
wells.
Terrace reaction is only significant in Fig. 10scd at 250
meV. It has a peaked form, with maximum reaction near—
but not exactly equal to—the angle corresponding to the ter-
race normal. Note that the form of the curve is not symmet-
ric, so normal energy scaling cannot be said to apply. The
small amount of reaction seen at large negative angles has
been traced to reacting molecules from the step site being
carried into the terrace region by the large component of
parallel momentum they possess. It is thus an artifact of the
simple scheme used to partition step from terrace, and should
be ignored.
G. Scattering distributions
Scattering angle distributions are shown for different in-
cidence angles and collision energies in Fig. 11. At 5 meV
fFigs. 11sad and 11sbdg, the distributions are strongly peaked
at the angle for specular reflection. At such low energies,
most molecules do not approach close enough to the surface
to sample significant corrugation, and thus scatter elastically.
The peak increases in height as the incidence angle is in-
creased in either direction, because the reduction in normal
energy resulting leads the molecules to sample even less cor-
FIG. 11. sColord Properties of scattered molecules.sad The scattering angle distribution taken in theYZ plane for different angles of incidence at 5 meV of
collision energy. Plots are labeled according to the angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal. Molecules approach parallel to theYZ plane, with
a component of velocity in the direction of the +Y axis. An inset diagram indicates the sign convention for scattering angles, and another the direction of
incidence with respect to theY axis. The results are based on an ensemble of 100 000 trajectories.sbd A in sad, but for molecules with an incident component
of velocity in the −Y direction.scd As in sad, but for a collision energy of 0.25 eV.sdd As in scd, but for molecules with an incident component of velocity in
the −Y direction.sed The total angular scattering probability distribution and that of indirect trajectories, for normal incidence at 5-meV collision energy.sfd
Scattering energy probability distributions for molecules normally incident at 0.25 eV. Plots are given for the translational energy inZ, the translational energy
in Y, and the rotational energy.
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rugation. The scattering distribution at normal incidence ex-
hibits a broader shoulder for scattering in the +Y direction
fFigs. 11sad, 11sbd, and 11sedg; we have been able to trace
this to direct reflection of molecules from the terrace. The
angle made by the terrace with theY axis s19.45°d means
that molecules elastically reflecting from the terrace are im-
parted a component of velocity in the +Y direction.
At high energiesfFigs. 11scd and 11sddg, the terrace re-
flection is even more evident, in the form of a sharp peak.
fThis peak also shows up very slightly in the plots for 5 meV
sFigs. 11sad and 11sbdd.g The peaks increase in magnitude as
molecules approach the terrace at more acute angles. This is
because reaction on the terrace decreases for more off-
normal incidence, and scattering thus increases. The peaks
fall very close to the angle corresponding to elastic reflection
from the terrace; for molecules incident normal to surface,
for example, the peak appears at around 40°, approximately
twice the angle made by the terrace normal with the surface
normal si.e., 19.45°d.
The remaining scattering at high energies is peaked at
the elastic reflection angle of the surfacefFigs. 11scd and
11sddg, but is considerably broader than seen for low energies
fFigs. 11sad and 11sbdg. This is consistent with the molecules
sampling a greater corrugation, as they approach closer to the
surface.
Figure 11sed compares the total probability distribution
for normal incidence at 5-meV collision energy, with the
contribution due to indirect trajectoriesscorresponding to
trapped moleculesd. The total distribution is much more
strongly peaked, with the indirect scattering smeared out
over the whole range of scattering angles. The trapped mol-
ecules undergo considerable energy exchange between dif-
ferent internal degrees of freedom, as shown in Fig. 8, effec-
tively losing all memory of their original direction of motion.
We have determined that the maximum indirect scattering
occurs for an incidence energy of around 5 meV. At this
energy, approximately 5% of all trajectories undergo trap-
ping and subsequent scattering. It may be possible to mea-
sure this population experimentally, and doing so would sup-
port our findings that the reaction at low energies is
influenced by molecular trapping.
One may question whether or not the angular distribu-
tions shown for low energies have any bearing on quantum-
mechanical diffraction. In some instances, it is possible for a
classical system to exhibit inelastic diffractive scattering
when it is quantum mechanically forbidden. In this instance,
that is not the case, because the unit cell is particularly long
in Y, reducing the energy required to excite diffractional
states. The first diffractional state forY is at 0.887 meV, and
the second at 3.55 meV. At 5 meV it is thus possible to excite
by two quanta, and some measure of the scattering effects
seen here should be possible to establish experimentally.
Scattering energy distributions of molecules normally in-
cident at 0.25 eV are shown in Fig. 11sfd. The translational
motion inZ, which initially contains all of the kinetic energy,
exhibits a broad distribution of energies, which tapers off at
0.25 eV. There is clearly excitation of rotational and parallel
translational degrees of freedom, but the plot for translational
energy inY is broader than that for rotational energy, indi-
cating stronger coupling between translations inY andZ than
between rotation and normal translation.
H. Comparison with experiment
Hayden and co-workers have recently performed experi-
ments for reaction of H2/D2 on Pts533d,
5,6 a system that is
very similar to the title reaction here. The Pts533d stepped
surface is virtually the same as the Pts211d surface, with the
exception that the Pts111d terrace is one row of atoms wider.
It is thus quite reasonable to compare results for the two
systems, and use the theoretical results for Pts211d to help
interpret the experimental findings.
Figure 12 compares the reaction probabilities determined
by the experimentalists at normal incidence,5 with our results
for Pts211d, and reaction curves based on the results for
Pts211d that have been crudely adjusted to account for the
longer terrace of Pts533d. The adjusted reaction probabilities

















where each probability is labeled by the surfacesi. ., 211 or
533d and a region of the surfacesi.e., step, terrace, or totald.
Lattice constants for theY coordinate are represented byLY,
and are also labeled by the surface type. These simple equa-
tions assume that reaction at the step site will be the same for
Pts211d and Pts533d, and that the amount of terrace reaction
per unit cell will be twice as great for Pts533d, because the
terrace of Pts533d has two reactive sites and Pts211d has just
FIG. 12. sColord Comparison of reaction probabilities with experimental
results for Pts533d sRefs. 5 and 6d. The results of Hayden and co-workers
sRef. 5d are shown as circles. The curves calculated in this study are given as
lines. The reaction probability calculated here for normal incidence on
Pts211d is shown, along with an estimate of the reaction of Pts533d based on
our calculations for Pts211d. The details of this estimate are given in the text.
Plots are also shown for the estimated components of step and terrace reac-
tion on Pts533d, based on our results for Pts211d.
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one. Each probability for Pts211d is also adjusted by the ratio
of the lattice constants, to account for the difference in den-
sity of molecules in the different unit cells.
Figure 12 shows remarkably good agreement between
our predictions for Pts533d and the experimental findings.
The Pts533d reaction curve derived from our calculations is
considerably lower than for Pts211d. This is because the re-
active step sites occupy a relatively smaller area of Pts533d
than Pts211d, meaning less molecules are incident at the step
on Pts533d.
The poorest agreement between the calculated and ex-
perimentally determined probabilities in Fig. 12 is at low
energies. The experimental probability increases consider-
ably more than the prediction. There could be a number of
reasons for this. First, our PES cannot account for physisorp-
tion, and so may underestimate the effect of trapping. Sec-
ond, as discussed earlier, the density of states for molecules
escaping the trapping wells and scattering back to the gas
phase is classically greater than it is quantally. A quantum
calculation may thus predict significantly more reaction due
to trapping at low energies.
Despite these discrepancies, our results appear to give a
qualitatively correct picture of the reaction, even if not quan-
titatively accurate at all energies. This suggests that the
mechanisms that we have uncovered in the classical trajec-
tory calculations could provide insight into the experimental
results, and we thus move on to assessing the interpretations
given to the experimental findings.5,6
With the limited information available to them, Geet
al. tentatively inferred that reaction on Pts533d could be bro-
ken into four components:5
s1d A temperature-dependent component active at very low
energiess,30 meVd.6 This was attributed to a conven-
tional molecular physisorption precursor.
s2d A direct component attributed to reaction on the terrace.
According to the authors, this monotonically increasing
component dominated reaction at high energies.
s3d A small component of direct reaction at the step at high
energies. This was suggested to contribute only around
17% of reaction for normal incidence at 180 meV, al-
though it increased significantly for off-normal inci-
dence, and was estimated to peak for molecules ap-
proaching parallel to the terrace.
s4d A temperature-independent indirect component termi-
nating at the step, which decreased with energy up to a
maximum of around 150 meV. The authors could not
determine the mechanism responsible for this compo-
nent, though they could confidently rule out dynamical
steering.
Many of our findings here are in good agreement with
the inferences of Geet al. We also find an indirect compo-
nent of reaction, likes1d above, that decreases with collision
energy and scales with total energy. In our calculations, it
arises from trapping in weak chemisorption wells, rather than
a physisorption well, but the effect is similar. We would ex-
pect molecules trapped in the chemisorption wells to ex-
change energy with the surface,14 and thus show a tempera-
ture dependence as was seen in the experiment. We cannot
rule out the existence of physisorption, because the current
state of the art DFT functionals used to create the PES in this
study cannot accurately model physisorption wells; however,
it is clear that mechanisms other than physisorption, like the
chemisorption seen here, could also explain the experimental
measurements.
Direct reaction at the terraces2d is also seen in this study
at high energies, and is similarly peaked for incidence nor-
mal to the terrace. However, we estimate the terrace contri-
bution to reaction to be considerably smaller than predicted
by Hayden and co-workers.5,6 They assume that nearly all
reaction at high energies and normal incidence occurs on the
terrace sites, but Fig. 12 suggests that the terrace contributes
only around a third of the total reaction on Pts533d at 0.20
eV. Our results would suggest that the fit used by the experi-
mentalistssFig. 3 of Ref. 5d overestimates the contribution of
terrace reaction, and thus underestimates the role played by
the step. Geet al. infer the existence of direct reaction at the
step, but only for high energies. They find this component to
have a highly asymmetric dependence on incidence angle, in
line with our findings here, but have likely underestimated its
magnitude.
The final contribution to reaction acknowledged by Gee
t al. is the temperature-independent indirect component that
decreases with energys4d. The exact mechanism of this com-
ponent could not be established. In this study, we have not
come across any component of reaction with these character-
istics, and suggest that it is likely an artifact of the fitting
procedures used in the experimental analysis, in particular,
the assumption that reaction at high energy can be almost
entirely attributed to the terrace sites. The temperature-
independent indirect component probably arises when ter-
race reaction is overestimated at high energies and direct
reaction at the step neglected at low energies.
Geeet al. appear to have made the assumption that the
step sites of Pts533d would have an activation barrier.5 Our
DFT calculations suggest that this is unlikely, predicting that
above the top-edge step atoms the potential is highly attrac-
tive, with no barriersFig. 2d. It is unlikely that these calcu-
lations would be so severely in error that an activation barrier
could arise.sThe low coordination of the top-of-step atoms
also lends credence to the existence of nonactivated sites at
the step.d If we assume that the step is nonactivated, then
there will be direct reaction there at all energies, and a sig-
nificant contribution at high energies. This is supported by
the dynamics presented here, and can easily be reconciled
with the experimental data of Refs. 5 and 6.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have performed the first extensive study
of reaction dynamics of a molecule on a stepped surface with
a DFT PES. The dissociative adsorption of H2 on Pts211d has
been studied with the aid of classical trajectory calculations
in order to determine reaction probabilities and scattering
angle distributions. Techniques have also been developed to
visualize the reaction, and analyze aspects of the trajectories
that are not directly observable by experiment. This offers
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much greater insight into the mechanisms involved than sim-
ply gathering data for observables, and using it to infer the
dynamical mechanisms.
The PES developed for H2 reaction on Pts211d was
based on around 10 000 energy points calculated with DFT
at the GGA level. A high-quality interpolation of the DFT/
GGA data was performed using the corrugation reduction
procedure.20,24The PES exhibits nonactivated sites above the
top-of-step atoms, where reaction can occur spontaneously.
The terrace sites are repulsive, exhibiting barriers, though
above the central terrace atom, the barrier to reaction is quite
low sapproximately 50 meVd. A region exists above the
lower edge of the step that includes two shallow chemisorp-
tion wells, 34 and 124 meV deepsrelative to the gas phase
minimumd. These wells play an important role in reaction at
all energies.
Reaction probability curves show the characteristic non-
monotonic dependence on energy seen in most nonactivated
systems. The inverse dependence of reaction at low energies
was shown to arise from trapping in the chemisorption wells
above the lower edge of the step. The initial translational
energy perpendicular to the surface is redistributed to parallel
translational and rotational degrees of freedom, leaving mol-
ecules with too little energy in the motion away from the
surface to break the attraction of the surface. Trapped mol-
ecules have an enhanced probability of migrating to the re-
active top edge of the step at low energies. Increasing the
collision energy resulted in decreased trapping, and thus de-
creasing reaction. Superimposed on this indirect component
of reaction were two monotonically increasing sources of
direct reaction: one nonactivated component, occurring at all
energies above the top-of-step atoms, and one activated com-
ponent, occurring at the terrace from approximately 50 meV
upwards.
At off-normal incidence, there was little dependence of
reaction on angle of incidence at low energiess,20 meVd.
To a good approximation, total-energy scaling was obeyed,
which is consistent with molecules becoming trapped and
“losing memory” of their initial state. At intermediate ener-
gies sapproximately 30-100 meVd, reaction was highly
asymmetric for incidence perpendicular to the steps, decreas-
ing approximately linearly with incidence angle. Reaction
strongly favored molecules approaching the top-of-step at-
oms from the step side, rather than the terrace side. This was
attributed to two effects:
s1d A hindering of reaction when approaching from the ter-
race side due to shadowing of the reaction site by re-
pulsive regions of the terrace; and
s2d enhancement of reaction on the step side due to the
existence of potential wells, which form an attractive
channel favorable to molecules approaching parallel to
the terrace.
The angular dependence of the terrace reaction seen at
energies above around 50 meV was peaked for molecules
incident normal to the terrace, and decreased for incidence
away from this direction. This is consistent with an activated
reaction and reaction on Pts111d, in particular.5,37
Scattering angle distributions for normal incidence were
very peaked at low energies, due to the low corrugation of
the surface sampled. In contrast to the overall distribution,
the angular distribution of molecules escaping after being
trapped was very broad, consistent with the view that the
internal degrees of freedom of trapped molecules equilibrate
and the molecule “forgets” its initial direction of motion.
This broad distribution of scattered molecules could repre-
sent an experimental signature for the trapping predicted
here. For high energies, a distinct peak existed in the scatter-
ing angle distributions that corresponded to reflection from
the terrace. High-energy distributions were broader in gen-
eral, due to the increased corrugation sampled by the mol-
ecules.
A comparison between our results and the experimental
results of Hayden and co-workers for Pts533d sRefs. 5 and 6d
were generally very promising. Reaction probabilities were
comparable when adjusted for the larger terrace of thes533d
surface, although our results do not quantitatively reproduce
the experimental data at low energies. Other aspects of the
experimental data were also reproduced by our classical tra-
jectory study, including the nonmonotonic dependence of re-
action on energy, the total-energy scaling at low energies,
and the strong asymmetry in off-normal reaction at high en-
ergies. The ability of classical trajectory calculations to re-
produce qualitative aspects of the reaction suggests that the
reaction mechanisms presented here are most likely respon-
sible for the experimental observations on Pts533d.
The extra information afforded by DFT and dynamics
calculations has enabled us to revisit some of the inferences
made in the experimental analyses of Hayden and
co-workers.5,6 We conclude that many aspects of their find-
ings agree well with our study. Our results do suggest that
the experimental analysis underestimated the amount of di-
rect reaction at the top of the step and overestimated reaction
on the terrace at high energies. Accounting for these discrep-
ancies alleviates the need for a temperature-independent in-
direct component of reaction that was inferred in the experi-
mental studies.
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APPENDIX A: VISUALIZATION OF COLLECTIVE
CLASSICAL DYNAMICS
Visualization is commonly used with classical dynamics
to follow the time evolution of individual trajectories. “Ball-
and-stick” models of “representative” trajectories aid in bet-
ter understanding the dynamics of the whole trajectory en-
semble. This approach can be very useful, but the problem of
finding truly representative trajectories is not trivial, and in-
ductively drawing conclusions about the many, from obser-
vations of the few, is fraught with danger.
The visualization techniques that we have developed for
this study are collective in nature. They are used to consider
the behavior of all trajectories at once. In this respect they
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are more akin to visualizations of quantum wave packets: the
time dependence of a density is visualized, rather than a
single path.
In order to collectively visualize classical trajectories as
a density changing in time, it is first necessary to develop a
scheme that fits the discrete classical states in order to form a
continuous wavelike density. For this, we use a technique
known in the visualization community as “splatting.”40 In






wherersx ,td is the density at timet and pointx in space,
Nstd is the total number of discrete trajectories existing at
time t, gsx ;x0d is a spatially normalized function localized
around the pointx0, andxistd is the spatial location of clas-
sical trajectoryi at timet. In this study, a Gaussian form has







One question that immediately arises is “what is the spatial
location of a classical trajectory?” A classical trajectory gen-
erally exists in a many-dimensional space, not a three-
dimensionals3Dd one. Before interpolating trajectories to
form a continuous spatial density, it is thus necessary to de-
fine a “locator,” which is a function that maps the coordi-
nates of a classical trajectory to the 3D space:





s jd being the position of atomj
in trajectory i, and Lsqd the locator function. The locator
used in this paper is simply the center of mass of the mol-
ecule, though other possibilities, such as the position of a
single atom or center of a bond, could also be appropriate
depending on the application.
Once a continuous density has been formed, its time
dependence can be visualized. Visualization of scalar fields
can take many forms; we have opted in this study to use a
contour of the density, which in 3D forms a 2D isosurface. In
order to create a visual representation of an isosurface, the
density can be evaluated on a regular 3D grid, and then fed
into visualization software like the Visualization Toolkit40,41
sVTKd or OPENDX.42 sThese libraries are freely available,
cross platform, and open source.d
When studying surface reactions, with all trajectories
initially in a 2D plane parallel to the surface, the density as
evaluated above will have a finite width due to the fitting
scheme. An isosurface thus appears as two surfaces in the
unit cell, rather than one. This effect can be reduced by using
narrower fitting functions, but this necessitates more trajec-
tories in order to obtain a smoothly varying density without
artifacts. In the limit of infinitely many trajectories it is pos-
sible to reduce the fitting functions to zero width, at which
point the two isosurfaces will merge into one; of course, in
practice this is never realized.
The scheme outlined above can be expanded upon
slightly to form a much more powerful visualization ap-
proach. Instead of only considering the total density of tra-
jectories, it is possible to classify each trajectory at each
point of time, assigning a weight. This makes it possible to
decompose the density or generate new densities based on
dynamical quantities.







wherec will be referred to here as the “classification func-
tional,” andrg is now a generalized scalar field, which need
not be normalized. In the most general case, the classification
functional depends upon the full path of the classical trajec-
tory through phase space. Time-dependent expectation-value
fields of the classification functional can be generated by








In the simple case where the classification functional is
set to unity,rgsx ,td reduces to the total density of trajecto-
ries. Another simple, but powerful approach, is to use the
classification function to decompose the density. For ex-
ample, a simple filter involves setting the classification func-
tion to one for trajectories that end up dissociating, and zero
for those that scatter back. This gives a time-dependent den-
sity of reacting trajectories, as used in Fig. 6. Inverting the
filter gives the density of backscattering trajectories.
In this study, we have barely scratched the surface of
what is possible with this scheme by appropriate choices of
classification functional. Filters, where the classification
functional is either one or zero for all times, can be trivially
formed to study any aspect of a reaction. For example, we
have used filters to consider the time dependence of indirect
and direct trajectories separatelysresults not presentedd. In a
study of scattering states, it may be appropriate to filter out
only trajectories that scatter back in a given dynamical state.
For example, filtering out all those trajectories that end vi-
brationally excited should make it possible to determine
which parts of a surface are most responsible for the vibra-
tional excitation of molecules.
Other classification functionals can be based on dynami-
cal quantities that vary with time along each trajectory. For
example, we have previously visualized the time variation of
kinetic energy,23 where the classification functional is equal
to the kinetic energy of the trajectory at timet. In such in-
stances, it is more appropriate to use Eq.sA5d, which gives a
spatial expectation distribution of the dynamical quantity in
question, in this case, kinetic energy. Other candidates for
classification functionals of this type include vibrational-,
rotational-, and translational energy.
It is also possible to use other time-dependent aspects of
a trajectory that are not dynamical in nature, such as orien-
tation. For example, a classification functional based on the
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instantaneous polar angle of H2 could be used to determine
where and when molecules have a tendency to stand on end,
rather than lie parallel to the surface.
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